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Abstract

What reasoning patterns do agents use to choose their actions
in games? This paper studies this question in the context of
Multi-Agent Influence Diagrams (MAIDs). It defines several
kinds of reasoning patterns, and associates each with a pat-
tern of paths in a MAID. We asks the question, what reason-
ing patterns have to hold in order for an agent to care about its
decision? The answer depends on what strategies are consid-
ered for other agents’ decisions. We introduce a new solution
concept, called well-distinguishing (WD) strategies, that cap-
tures strategies in which all the distinctions an agent makes
really make a difference. We show that when agents are play-
ing WD strategies, all situations in which an agent cares about
its decision can be captured by four reasoning patterns. We
furthermore show that when one of these four patterns holds,
there are some MAID parameter values such that the agent
actually does care about its decision.

Introduction
What reasoning patterns do agents use to choose their ac-
tions in games? A reasoning pattern is a chain of arguments
that lead to and explain a decision. For example, modus po-
nens is a reasoning pattern in logic. One general reasoning
pattern is the maximum expected utility principle. But that
is a blunt instrument; it provides one generic explanation for
all decisions. If we look deeper, we can provide a more nu-
anced answer, that may be more satisfying. For example, an
agent might take an action in order to reveal information to
another agent, thereby influencing behavior. This paper for-
mally investigates and analyzes reasoning patterns in games.

There are a number of reasons it is important to under-
stand reasoning patterns in games. One is that if we are
designing an agent to play against another agent, it is impor-
tant to model and understand the way the other agent works.
This is particularly so when the other agent is a human. In
order to understand human play, we need to understand the
reasoning patterns that the human might use to make de-
cisions. In particular, people might prefer some reasoning
patterns to others. A second reason is explanation. If we are
to design agents that work with humans, or especially agents
that act as proxies for humans, we will want to explain their
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strategies and behavior to the people they work with. Us-
ing reasoning patterns will make for better, more intuitive
explanations. Without reasoning patterns, we would have
to say something opaque like “I computed the Nash equi-
librium or best response strategy and it told me to do this”.
With reasoning patterns we could say “I knew that my action
would have an effect on Bob’s utility and he would have to
react to what I did, so I chose my action to get him to react
in the best way possible for me”. A third reason is com-
putational. By identifying reasoning patterns, we can also
identify situations in which reasoning patterns do not hold.
These can be used to simplify a model for the purpose of
solving it. We identify criteria based solely on the graphical
structure of a game through which the game can be simpli-
fi ed. A fourth reason is knowledge engineering. When we
are designing a model, it is useful to know what reasoning
patterns are possible in the model. For example, when de-
signing a Bayesian network, it is important to understand
the role of the “explaining away” reasoning pattern, in or-
der to construct a network with the right structure. Similarly
understanding the reasoning patterns of games will help to
construct good models of games. A fi fth reason is belief up-
date. Suppose B observes A’s action, and A has access to C
which is important to B. How should B update his beliefs
about C? Answering this question requires understanding
what motivations A might have to report the value of C.

Our study is pursued in the context of Multi-Agent In-
fluence Diagrams (Koller & Milch 2001), a graphical rep-
resentation language for strategic situations. In addition to
their compactness, MAIDs provide a natural description of
the story of a strategic situation, in particular how different
variables and decisions influence each other. Thus they pro-
vide the ideal context for studying reasoning patterns. We
identify several basic reasoning patterns and associate each
with a pattern of paths in a MAID.

The question naturally arises, what reasoning patterns will
agents actually use? The answer to that depends on what
strategies we allow for the other agents. If we allow other
agents to adopt arbitrary strategies, then any situation in
which an agent can either influence its own outcome di-
rectly, or influence another agent that influences its outcome,
yields a reasoning pattern. However, the pattern may be
only weakly justifi ed. If the agent is taking an action to
influence another agent, there should be a good reason the
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other agent should pay attention to the fi rst agent’s action.
To capture this, we defi ne a solution concept called well-
distinguishing (WD) strategies, in which agents only make
distinctions where those distinctions really make a differ-
ence. So, if the second agent behaves differently for dif-
ferent actions of the fi rst agent, then it has good reason for
doing so, and the fi rst agent should take this into account.
In essence, WD strategies disallow arbitrary behavior, that
makes arbitrary distinctions that don’t matter.

It turns out that four reasoning patterns are particularly
important. We prove a completeness result, namely that
these four patterns characterize all situations in which an
agent might be motivated to choose an action, when the
other players are playing WD strategies. A natural con-
verse question is whether these reasoning patterns are really
patterns that matter, i.e., whether in all cases where one of
the reasoning patterns holds an agent actually cares about its
decision. The answer to this question in general is no, but
we are able to show a weaker converse, namely that in any
MAID in which one of these four patterns is present, there
is some assignment of MAID parameter values such that the
agent is motivated to take an action. Thus the four reason-
ing patterns are a perfect characterization of the situations
in which an agent cares about its decision (relative to WD
strategies), based on graphical considerations alone.

Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with Bayesian
networks (BNs) (Pearl 1988), and the concept of d-
separation in particular. Multi-Agent Influence Diagrams
(MAIDs) (Koller & Milch 2001) are variants of influence
diagrams (Howard & Matheson 1984). A MAID is a di-
rected acyclic graph containing three kinds of nodes: chance
nodes denoted by ellipses, decision nodes denoted by rect-
angles, and utility nodes denoted by diamonds. Each chance
node has an associated conditional probability distribution
(CPD), as in a BN. A utility node has an associated deter-
minsitic function from values of its parents to the real num-
bers. The parents of a decision node represent information
that is known to the decision maker at the time of making
the decision, and are called informational parents. Each de-
cision and utility node is associated with a particular agent.
For simplicity, in this paper we assume that each agent has
one decision. This is for presentation purposes only. The
case where an agent A has more decisions can be simulated
simply by creating one agent Ai for each decision Di of A,
giving all the Ai the same utility function, and making sure
all earlier decisions of A, as well as all information avail-
able for them, are available to Ai when making its decision.
Also, we assume in this paper that each node has at least two
values. We will use DA to denote the decision node belong-
ing to A, UA to denote one utility node belonging to A, and
UA to denote the set of all utility nodes belonging to A.

A strategy σA for a node DA is a function from values of
the parents of DA to probability distributions over the val-
ues of A. We use σA(q) to denote this distribution for some
value q of the parents of DA, and σA(q)(dA) to denote the
probability of a particular value dA. A strategy profile σ

consists of a strategy for every decision in a MAID. We use

σ−A to denote the strategies of all agents other than A in
σ. Given a strategy profi le σ, we can replace each decision
node DA in a MAID with a chance node whose CPD imple-
ments σA. This defi nes a BN, which defi nes a probability
distribution over the values of all chance and utility nodes.
We write Pσ(x) to denote the probability of x in the BN
defi ned by σ. We write EUσ [A|c] to denote the expected
utility to A, under the distribution defi ned by σ, given that
variables C take the values c. If we want to talk about agent
A deliberately taking a particular action dA, when the strat-
egy profi le is σ, we will adopt Pearl’s causal notation (Pearl
2000) and write EUσ [A|Do(dA), c].

Reasoning Patterns
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Figure 1: Patterns of reasoning: (a) direct effect; (b) influ-
ence for no reason; (c) manipulation; (d) signaling; (e) re-
vealing/denying.

There are a number of different reasoning patterns an
agent might use in a game. Here we present some of these
patterns. We do not claim that this is an exhaustive list, but
these patterns are qualitatively different from each other, and
sometimes yield surprising insights.

The fi rst kind of pattern is the most obvious, and also the
most common. When an agent’s action has a direct effect
on its utility, obviously it will care about what to do. In
MAID terms, this means that there is a directed path from
the agent’s decision to one of its utility nodes, that does not
pass through the decisions of other agents. A canonical fi g-
ure of this pattern is shown in Figure 1(a). Agent Alice takes
a decision DA that directly affects her utility UA. This path
may be mediated by several chance nodes along the way,
but Alice will still have an influence on her outcome. Now,
Alice’s utility might also be affected by the actions of other
agents — this does not change the fact that Alice has a direct
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effect on her own outcome.
More interesting are games in which an agent cannot af-

fect its own outcome directly, but can influence other agents
to act favorably toward itself. An example is shown in Fig-
ure 1(b). Here agent Bob, who takes decision DB , affects
Alice’s utility. Alice’s decision is known to Bob. Therefore,
when she makes her decision she should consider Bob’s re-
sponse, and choose her action so as to make Bob take the
action that is most benefi cial to her. However, in this sit-
uation there is no particular reason why Bob should take a
particular action in response to Alice. Specifi cally, there is
no reason why Bob should take a different action in response
to different moves by Alice. Thus, while this is a possible
pattern of reasoning for Alice, it is a relatively poorly justi-
fi ed one.

There are several stronger patterns of reasoning, where
Alice’s strategy has an influence on Bob for good reasons;
Bob is actually motivated to change his decision in response
to Alice. One such pattern is manipulation. The canonical
pattern is shown in Figure 1(c). Here, as before, Bob’s de-
cision has an effect on Alice’s utility, and Alice’s decision
is known to Bob. In addition, both Alice and Bob have an
influence on Bob’s utility. All the paths in the graph may
be mediated by other nodes. Here, Bob’s optimal response
may depend on Alice’s move. Thus Bob has a motivation to
respond differently to different actions of Alice. As a result,
Alice is motivated to choose her action so as to elicit the best
possible response from Bob.

An example payoff matrix illustrating this situation is as
follows. Note that this is not a normal form matrix as com-
monly appears in game theory. In the normal form, play-
ers move simultaneously. Our game is a sequential game in
which Alice moves fi rst, and her action is known to Bob. In
each entry, the fi rst number is Alice’s payoff, and the second
is Bob’s.

Bob
Alice Left Right
Up (1,1) (2,2)

Down (1,2) (2,1)

Here Alice’s utility does not depend on her action. How-
ever, if Alice plays Up, Bob’s best response will be to play
Right, leading to a utility of 2 for Alice, while if Alice plays
Down Bob will play Left, leading to a utility of 1 for Alice.
Thus Alice is motivated to play Up.

More than one reasoning pattern may be active at a time.
Consider a variation of Figure 1(c) where there is also an
edge from DA to UA. Then both direct effect and manipula-
tion may be active. Suppose the game is a sequential Battle
of the Sexes game, with the following utilities.

Bob
Alice Left Right
Up (1,2) (0,0)

Down (0,0) (2,1)

Here Alice’s maximum utility results from a combination
of her own action and Bob’s action, which depends on hers.
Therefore she chooses her optimal action of Down partly

because of its direct effect on her own utility, and partly to
manipulate Bob to play right. Both reasoning patterns are
active.

Manipulation is only one of the ways an agent can be in-
fluenced by another agent for strong reasons. It is also pos-
sible for one agent to influence another agent without having
any direct influence on the second agent’s payoffs. One of
the ways this can happen is for the fi rst agent to signal some-
thing she knows about and something the second agent cares
about. An example of this comes from the game of bridge.
Bridge is a four-player card game where the players are in
two teams or “partnerships”. In some situations, a player
may have only small cards to play, such as the 2♥ and 5♥.
Since the cards are small, they have no chance of winning
at any point in the game. The choice of which card to play
at a particular point has no direct bearing on the outcome of
the partnership. However, a player may use the choice of
card to signal to her partner something about her hand; this
information might be useful to her partner. For example she
may play the 5♥ to signal that she has two cards in the heart
suit.

The canonical MAID pattern for signaling is shown in
Figure 1(d). Here Alice’s action is known to Bob, and Bob
has an influence on both his own and Alice’s outcome. In
addition, there is a variable C that is known to Alice at the
time she makes her decision. This variable is relevant to
Bob, as it influences his outcome. As before, all these paths
may be mediated by other variables. Also, the path from
C to UB need not be direct. All that is required is that it
not be blocked by a set of variables that will be specifi ed
later. In addition, notice that there is a path from C to UA.
This is important. It turns out that an agent has no motiva-
tion to signal something it does not care about. This can be
understood as follows. Suppose Alice does not care about
C. Suppose she communicates C truthfully to Bob. Then
Bob will change his action based on what Alice communi-
cates. But in that case, Alice should always communicate
the message that causes Bob to play his best action for her.
Therefore Bob should not believe Alice’s communication.
As a result, Alice has no reason to communicate anything in
particular. On the other hand, if Alice’s utility depends on
C, she may want to Bob to change his response based on C,
therefore she may want to communicate C to him.

Signaling means one agent communicating something it
knows to another agent. It is also possible for an agent to
influence another agent by causing it to fi nd out information
the fi rst agent does not know. We call this pattern of reason-
ing revealing/denying. A canonical MAID pattern is shown
in Figure 1(e). Here, Bob cares about a variable C. Alice’s
decision is a parent of a variable E, which is known to Bob.
Alice’s action can change Bob’s knowledge of C. For exam-
ple, there is a room with treasure, that may or may not have a
tiger in it. Bob can go into the room to get the treasure. Bob
will get negative utility if there is a tiger present and positive
if not. If Bob gets the treasure, Alice will get a cut (whether
or not a tiger was in the room). Alice’s possible actions are
to open the curtain to the room or not to open the curtain. If
Alice opens the curtain, Bob can observe whether there is a
tiger present before entering the room. Now, suppose Bob’s
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expected utility, if he does not know whether there is a tiger
present, is negative, so Bob’s strategy will be to not enter
the room. Then it is in Alice’s interest to open the curtain,
so that Bob will enter the room and get the treasure when no
tiger is present. Here Alice is causing information to be re-
vealed to Bob that Alice herself does not know. This pattern
is called revealing/denying because it can also work in the
other direction. Suppose Bob’s strategy when he does not
know whether there is a tiger present is to get the treasure.
Then it is in Alice’s interest not to open the curtain, so that
Bob will always get the treasure and not only when there is
no tiger. Here Alice is denying information to Bob.

Like in signaling, the path from C to UB need not be di-
rect. However, this pattern is qualitatively different from
signaling, in that there need be no path from C to UA. The
reason is that Alice’s action is not a communicative action
— it is not reporting the value of a variable. Rather, it is do-
ing something to change the state of the world, i.e. the value
of variable E. Alice cannot lie when taking the revealing ac-
tion; if she opens the curtain Bob will fi nd out whether there
is a tiger. Alice cannot deceive Bob into thinking there is no
tiger when there is actually a tiger present.

Motivation with Respect to
Well-Distinguishing Strategies

We are interested in the question: under what reasoning pat-
terns is an agent motivated to take one action rather than
another? This section begins by defi ning what it means for
an agent to be motivated.

Definition 1: Let DA be a decision node. We say that DA

is motivated with respect to a class of strategies if there ex-
ist values d1

A and d2
A for DA, strategies σ in the class, and

values q for the informational parents of DA, such that

EUσ [A|Do(d1
A),q] �= EUσ [A|Do(d2

A),q]

Intuitively, this means “What I do might make a differ-
ence”. In answering the question of when an agent is moti-
vated, we need to decide what strategies we are allowing the
other agents to play. One possibility is that all strategies are
considered. Then the answer is that any situation in which
an agent has any influence at all on its outcome is a possible
reasoning pattern. More precisely, whenever there is a direct
path from DA to UA, DA may be motivated relative to the
class of all strategies.

If we place reasonable restrictions on strategies, however,
we may obtain more nuanced behavior. One possible such
restriction is to say that a strategy does not make arbitrary
distinctions. In particular, if two different values of the par-
ents of a decision node have no different impact on the out-
come whatever the strategies of other players, the strategy
should not make a distinction between those values. In addi-
tion, if two possible actions for a decision node have no dif-
ferent impact on the outcome whatever the strategies of other
players, the strategy should not prefer one action to the other.
Intuitively, an explanation that only involves strategies that
make appropriate distinctions will be more convincing than
one that does not. This leads to the defi nition of a well-
distinguishing strategy.

Definition 2: Let Σ be a set of strategy profi les. A strategy
σA ∈ ΣA for DA is well-distinguishing with respect to Σ if

1. Whenever σA distinguishes between two sets of values
q1 and q2 of the parents of DA, i.e. σA(q1) �= σA(q2),
there exist strategies σ−A ∈ Σ−A for other players, and
a possible action dA for DA, such that

EUσ [A|Do(dA),q1] �= EUσ [A|Do(dA),q2]

where σ = (σA,σ−A).
2. Whenever, for a given set of values q of the parents of

DA, σA distinguishes between two possible actions d1
A

and d2
A for DA, i.e. σA(q)(d1

A) �= σA(q)(d2
A), there exist

strategies σ−A ∈ Σ−A for other players, such that

EUσ [A|Do(d1
A),q] �= EUσ [A|Do(d2

A),q]

Trivially, any time a distinction is a not made the con-
ditions are satisfi ed. We then defi ne the following sets of
strategies for all decisions:

WD0 = all strategies
WDk = well-distinguishing strategies wrt WDk−1

WD = ∩∞

k=0WDk

It is clear that WD is non-empty, since it trivially includes
all strategies that do not distinguish amongst different cases
of the parents. In fact, the following fact holds, reassuring
us that WD is a useful solution concept.

Proposition 3: The set of WD strategies always includes a
Nash equilibrium.

Proof: Let G be the given game. Let H be the continuous
game in which the set ΣA of pure strategies for decision A
is the set of mixed strategies for A in G that are WD. The
payoff functions uA in H , given a pure strategy profi le σ,
assign payoffs equal to the payoffs that would have been
received for playing the mixed strategies σ in G. We can
verify the following:

• SA is nonempty. The mixed strategy that assigns uniform
probability to all actions no matter what the value of the
parents is WD.

• SA is compact, because it is a closed and bounded subset
of a Euclidean space.

• SA is convex. Let σ1 and σ2 be two strategies for A
in H , i.e. two WD mixed strategies for A in G. Let σ
be a mixture of σ1 and σ2. Suppose σ differentiates be-
tween two values q1 and q2 of the parents of DA. Then
either σ1 or σ2 must also have differentiated between
them. Since σ1 and σ2 are WD, there must exist strategies
σ−A for other decisions such that EUσ [A|Do(dA),q1] �=
EUσ [A|Do(dA),q2]. Therefore σ satisfi es condition 1 of
Defi nition 2. Now suppose σ differentiates between two
possible actions d1

A and d2
A. By a similar argument, ei-

ther σ1 or σ2 must have so differentiated, and therefore σ
satisfi es condition 2 of Defi nition 2. Therefore σ is WD.

• uA is continuous in Σ, because it is linear.

• uA is quasi-concave in ΣA. This is true because ΣA is
convex and uA is linear.
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Thus H satisfi es all the conditions of Theorem 1.2 of (Fu-
denberg & Tirole 1991), due to (Debreu 1952), (Glicksberg
1952) and (Fan 1952). Therefore H has a pure strategy Nash
equilibrium σ

∗.
Now, let τA be a non-WDmixed strategy for A in G. We

claim that there exists a WD strategy τ ′

A that achieves the
same payoff against σ

∗

−A as τA.
Let q1, ...,qn be values of the parents of DA such that

EUτA,σ∗

−A [A|Do(dA),qi] is equal for all i. For all i, let

τ ′

A(qi) =

∑n
j=1 P τA,σ∗

−A(qi)τA(qi)
∑n

j=1 P τA,σ∗

−A(qi)

Note that the above probabilities and expected utilities do
not actually depend on τ , and are equal if τ is replaced by
τ ′. Then the total time each strategy is played when any of
the qi happen is the same for τ ′

A and τA, and since it does not
make a difference which of the qi hold, τ ′

A and τA achieve
the same total payoff over all cases where any of the qi hold.

Now let q be a value for the parents of DA,
and let d1, ..., dn be actions for DA such that
EUτA,σ∗

−A [A|Do(di),q] is equal for all i. For all i,
let τ ′

A(q)(di) = 1
n

∑
j τA(dj) Then, by an analagous

argument, the total amount of time spent playing any of the
di is the same for τ ′ as for τ , and since it does not make a
difference which of them is played, τ and τ ′ achieve the
same total payoff. By construction τ ′ is WD.

Now since σ∗

A is a best response to σ
∗

−A in H , σ∗

A must
be at least as good as τ ′

A against σ
∗

−A. It follows that it must
be at least as good as τA. Thus σ∗

A is at least as good as all
mixed strategies in G, thus it is a best response to σ

∗

−A in
G. Since this is true for all decisions A, σ

∗ must be a Nash
equilibrium of G.

We say that a strategy profi le is WD if all of its compo-
nents are WD. A WD equilibrium is a NE that is also WD.
Not every NE is a WD equilibrium, and not every WD strat-
egy profi le is a NE. There is a subtlety here. While the set
WD always contains a NE, it is not true that there is always
a NE that is WD with respect to WD equilibria, rather than
with respect to all WD strategies. That is, there may be a
situation in which the NE is WD if we consider all possible
WD strategies for other players, but it is not WD if we only
allow the other players to play WDNash equilibria. A vari-
ant of matching pennies in which the unique NE is for play-
ers to randomize non-uniformly between Heads and Tails is
an example. In this NE, players are indifferent between the
pure strategies in the support of the mixed strategy, when the
other player is playing the NE strategy. So the NE strategy
is not WD when only the NE strategy is considered for the
other player. However, in this case, the pure strategies in
the support of the mixed strategy are also WD, and the NE
strategy is WD with respect to the pure strategies, so the NE
strategy is WD.

We can now ask, under what circumstances do agents
have a reason to prefer one strategy over another, when all
agents are playing WD strategies. It turns out that these cir-
cumstances correspond exactly to the four cases described in

the previous section. Each of these cases can be character-
ized by a certain pattern of paths in a MAID, as we capture
with the following defi nition:

Notation and terminology: Let X and Y be two nodes.
VX

Y are the parents of Y that are descended from X , and
WX

Y are the other parents of Y . Let π be a path in a BN.
A V-node is a node in π such that both edges in π go into
the node. A ∧-node is a node in π such that both edges in π
come out of the node. The key node of π is the fi rst ∧-node
in π. A back-door path is a path in which the fi rst edge goes
into the fi rst node. A front-door path is a path in which the
fi rst edge comes out of the fi rst node.

Definition 4: A decision node DA is effective if one of the
four following cases holds:

1. Direct effect There is a directed decision-free path from
DA to a utility node in UA.

2. Manipulation
(a) There is a directed decision-free path from DA to an

effective decision node DB .
(b) There is a directed, effective path from DB to UA (an

effective path is a path in which all decision nodes, ex-
cept possibly the initial node, and except ∧-nodes, are
effective).

(c) There is a directed, effective path from DA to UB that
does not pass through DB .

3. Signaling
(a) There is a directed decision-free path from DA to an

effective decision node DB .
(b) There is a directed, effective path from DB to UA.
(c) There is an effective back-door path π from DA to UB

that is not blocked by DB ∪ WDA

DB
.

(d) If C is the key node in π, there is an effective path from
C to UA that is not blocked by DA ∪ WC

DA
.

4. Revealing/denying
(a) There is a directed decision-free path from DA to an

effective decision node DB .
(b) There is a directed, effective path from DB to UA.
(c) There is an effective indirect front-door path π from

DA to UB that is not blocked by DB ∪ WDA

DB
.

The defi nition above is circular, because whether or not
one node is effective depends on whether other nodes are ef-
fective. We therefore defi ne the set of effective nodes to be
the largest self-consistent set according to the above defi ni-
tion. A simple algorithm for fi nding this set is as follows.

S ← all nodes
Repeat until no node found

Find a node X ∈ S that does not satisfy any of the
four conditions, assuming nodes in S are effective

Remove X from S
Return S

Have we described all the possible reasoning patterns that
make an agent care about its decision? In other words,
does the defi nition of effective node capture all situations
in which a node is motivated? The answer to this question,
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if all players are playing WD strategies, is yes, as we now
prove. We begin with a useful lemma. In the ensuing, we
will use the idea of severing edges in a MAID between in-
formational parents and decision nodes and maintaining an
equivalent network. This means that for all strategy profi les
σ in a class of strategies that we are considering, the proba-
bility distribution defi ned by σ can be implemented in a BN
without the severed edges.

Lemma 5: Let C be a node, DA the decision node belong-
ing to A and UA be all utility nodes belonging to agent A.
Then, if all players are playing WD strategies, and C is d-
separated from UA by DA ∪ WC

DA
, we can sever the links

between VC
DA

and DA, and maintain an equivalent network.

Proof: First we show that for any UA ∈ UA, VC
DA

is d-
separated from UA by DA ∪ WC

DA
. This is because any

path π from some V ∈ VC
DA

to UA that is not blocked by
DA ∪ WC

DA
can be extended to the path π′ beginning at C,

descending directly to V , and continuing along π. The only
additional nodes in π′ are non-V-nodes that are not observed
and do not block π′, and V itself. If π is a front-door path
from V , π′ is not blocked by V , since V is not observed.
If π is a back-door path from V , π′ is not blocked by V ,
since V is a V-node in π′, and the child DA of V is ob-
served. Therefore π′ will not be blocked by DA ∪ WC

DA
.

Thus, since we have assumed that all paths from C to UA

are blocked by DA ∪ WC
DA

, so must all paths from VC
DA

to UA. Therefore VC
DA

is d-separated from UA by DA ∪

WC
DA

. It follows that for any strategies σ−A for other de-
cisions, and for all dA, EUσ−A [A|Do(dA),VC

DA
,WC

DA
] =

EUσ−A [A|Do(dA),WC
DA

]. Therefore any WD strategy σ
for DA does not distinguish between different values of
VC

DA
, and we can sever the links between VC

DA
and DA

and maintain an equivalent network.

Theorem 6: If DA is motivated with respect to the set of WD
strategies, and in particular, with respect to WD equilibria,
then DA is effective.

Proof: We will show that if DA is not effective, it is not
motivated with respect to WD strategies. The proof is by
induction on the order in which nodes are marked as non-
effective. The base case where there are zero non-effective
nodes is trivial. For the inductive step, note fi rst that the
induction hypothesis implies that for any node previously
marked as non-effective, any strategy that makes distinctions
among the parents is not WD. Therefore we can sever the
links between such nodes and their parents, and maintain an
equivalent network.

Now, let DA be a node newly marked as non-effective.
Assume, by way of contradiction, that DA is moti-
vated, i.e. there exist q, σ−A, σA1

and σA2
such that

EU(σA1
,σ−A)[A|q] �= EU(σA2

,σ−A)[A|q]. Since DA is
non-effective, there can be no directed decision-free path
from DA to any UA. But there must be some directed path
from DA to some UA ∈ UA, or else the expected utility
of A could not depend on her strategy in any way. There-
fore there must be a directed decision-free path from DA to

some DB , and a directed path from DB to UA. Furthermore,
DB and the path from DB to UA must be effective, because
otherwise the path would include severed links. Therefore
conditions (a) and (b) of cases 2–4 of Defi nition 4 are satis-
fi ed.

Since we have shown that there must be a directed path
from DA to DB , it cannot be the case that we can sever the
links between VDA

DB
and DB . By Lemma 5, had DA been d-

separated from UB by DB ∪ WDA

DB
, we could have severed

the links between VDA

DB
and DB . It follows that there must

be an effective path from DA to some UB ∈ UB that is not
blocked by DB ∪ WDA

DB
. The only way in which this can

be the case without satisfying the conditions of cases 2–4 of
Defi nition 4 is if the path is a back-door path π from DA, and
there is no effective path from the key node C in π to UA

that is not blocked by DA ∪ WC
DA

. But then, by Lemma 5,
we can sever the links between VC

DA
and DA.

UA

D
DA

U

J

K

C

B

B

J

UA

D
DA

U

K

C

B

B

G

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Examples for proof of Theorem 6

We claim that as a result, there can be no path π from
DA to UB that is not blocked by DB ∪ WDA

DB
that does

not contain severed links. Since cases 2 and 4 do not hold,
there is no such directed or front-door path. Here we must
be careful. The most natural thing to say is that any such
path π must begin by going from DA to a parent V ∈ V C

DA

and this link is severed, so π is not active. However, this
need not be the case. The type of situation we must take into
account is shown in Figure 2(a). Here the path π from DA

to UB that goes via J , K and C is not blocked by DB ∪
WDA

DB
. However, in this case, observe that we can make

J a key node. There is an active path from J to UA, and
we have supposed that the path from A to UB that goes via
J is active. Hence the conditions of case 3 are satisfi ed,
contrary to assumption. This argument can be generalized.
The path from DA to UB via J must begin with a parent
W1 �∈ VC

DA
. There are two cases to consider. In the fi rst

case, there is a path from J to UA that is not blocked by
DA ∪ WJ

DA
, and thus the conditions of case 3 are satisfi ed,

contrary to assumption. In the second case, as in Figure 2(b),
J is d-separated from UA by DA ∪ WJ

DA
. In that case, by

Lemma 5, we can sever the links between VJ
DA

and DA.
Since W1 ∈ VJ

DA
and W1 �∈ VC

DA
, we are severing at least

one new link. After this has been done, we can continue with
the same argument. Either there is still an active path from
DA to UB that does not contain severed links, or else we are
done with the claim. If there is still an active path, either
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case 3 is satisfi ed contrary to assumption, or we can sever
more links. Eventually we will run out of links to sever, so
the claim is proved.

Thus there is no path from DA to UB that is not blocked
by DB ∪WDA

DB
. Appealing once again to Lemma 5, we can

sever the links between VDA

DB
and DB . But then there can

be no directed path from DA to DB that does not contain
severed links. We have already shown that if DA is non-
effective and motivated, such a path must exist. Therefore
we conclude that DA, the node currently being marked as
non-effective, is non-motivated.

This theorem has computational implications for solv-
ing MAIDs. We can begin by identifying the non-effective
nodes, one by one. Each such node is then replaced by
a chance node that randomizes uniformly over its deci-
sions, and the links from its parents to the node are sev-
ered. We can then also sever additional edges as identifi ed
by Lemma 5. This may lead to more nodes becoming non-
effective, so the process iterates. Once these modifi cations
have been made, the simplifi ed MAID can be passed to a
MAID solution algorithm such as (Koller & Milch 2001;
Vickrey & Koller 2002). This has benefi ts both because the
resulting MAID is sparser, and because there are fewer de-
cisions to make.

Now that we have shown that the four patterns of Defi -
nition 4 completely characterize all the situations in which
a node is motivated, the next question to ask is whether the
converse is true. If a node is effective, does that necessar-
ily mean that it is motivated? Unfortunately, as stated, the
answer is no. We can design networks in which a node is
effective but the action at that node makes no difference as
to the outcome. However, we can prove a weak converse,
that says that if a node is effective, then there is some set of
parameter values for the network such that the node is moti-
vated. The situation is similar to Bayesian networks, where
d-separation between two nodes implies that they are inde-
pendent, but lack of d-separation does not imply that they
are dependent. However, if two nodes are not d-separated
they are dependent for some parameter values.

Theorem 7: If a node DA in a MAID is effective, then there
exist parameter values for the MAID such that DA is moti-
vated with respect to WD strategies.

Proof: The proof is by construction. First we note that in
any network, we can select a subset of the nodes in the net-
work as important, and render the rest of the nodes irrele-
vant. For a chance node, we can render it irrelevant by set-
ting its CPD to be uniform whatever the value of its parents.
For a utility node, we set the utility to be the same for all
values of its parents. For a decision node, we set the utility
nodes of the same agents to assign the same utility in all situ-
ations. Because the decision is WD, the strategy for the node
must assign equal probability to all actions for all values of
the parents. We can therefore sever each such node from its
parents. Also, we can make its chance-node children ignore
the node in their CPDs, thus allowing us to sever the link
from the node to these children. Similarly for utility-node
children. As for decision-node children, we can force them

only to consider strategies that do not depend on this node. If
we succeed in showing that there exist parameters such that
a node is motivated under this restriction, then it is certainly
the case without the restriction. Therefore we can sever all
the links between the node and its parents and children, and
safely remove it from the network. Thus we can focus our
attention to the patterns appearing in the defi nition, without
having to worry about extraneous nodes. Furthermore, if
there are multiple redundant patterns, we eliminate all ex-
cept one. It suffi ces to show that if there is one such pattern,
we can assign paramters to it to make the node motivated.

Now we assign parameters to the network as follows. We
select a distinguished value x1 for each node X . For each
chance node X , we assign its CPD as follows. Let q be
an assignment of values to the parents of X . If the num-
ber of parents that take on their distinguished value is even,
the CPD assigns probability p−1

p
to x1, where p is a prime,

with the remaining probability distributed uniformly to the
remaining values of X . If the number of times is even,
the CPD distributes probability p−1

p
, where p is a different

prime, uniformly among the non-distinguished values of X ,
with the remaining probability assigned to x1. A different
prime is used for all different parameters of the network.
For a utility node U , a utility of 1 is assigned if the number
of parents that take on their distinguished value is even, 0
otherwise.

Let σ be the strategy profi le in which each agent with
an effective node plays a near-parity strategy like the ones
just defi ned for chance nodes, and each agent with a non-
effective node randomizes uniformly for all values of its par-
ents. We claim that in this network, σ is WD. This is proved
by induction. Obviously it is in WD0 since that contains all
strategies. Assume it is in WDi. We can prove the second
condition of Defi nition 2 by showing that for all effective
nodes DA, and for all values q of their parents,

EUσ [A|Do(d1
A),q] �= EUσ [A|Do(d′

A),q]

where d′

A is a non-distinguished value of DA. Since DA

is effective, there must be a directed path from DA to UA

in which every decision node is effective. At each node
X along the path, the probability of x1 will be the sum of
products of rational numbers, in which the primes in the de-
nominator will be different for d1

A and d′

A. Therefore the
distribution over UA will also be different, as required.

For the fi rst condition of Defi nition 2, consider an effec-
tive node DA, and a parent V . By our construction, DA

distinguishes between different values of V . We must show
that

EUσ [A|Do(d1
A), V,W] �= EUσ [A|Do(d′

A), V,W]

where W are the other parents of DA. Since we have re-
moved all extraneous nodes, there are the following cases to
consider:
1. V is part of a path to an ancestor decision DB . Now there

are three subcases.

(a) There is a directed path from DB to UA that does not
pass through DA. In this case, since we have removed
redundant paths from the network, the path cannot also
pass through a different parent W ∈ W.
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(b) There is a back-door path from DB to UA that is not
blocked by DA ∪ W.

(c) There is a front-door path from DB to UA that is not
blocked by DA ∪ W.

In all three sub-cases, the path from V via DB to UA is
not blocked by DA ∪ W, and the statement holds.

2. V is part of a back-door path from DA to a utility node
UB of some other decision. In this case, by condition 3(d)
of Defi nition 4, there must be a path from the key node
C to UA that is not blocked by DA ∪ W, so again the
statement holds.

Therefore σA ∈ WDi+1 for all decisions DA, and therefore
σ ∈ WDi+1. Thus σ ∈ WD. Since for an effective strat-
egy DA, and values q of its parents, EUσ [A|Do(d1

A),q] �=
EUσ [A|Do(d′

A),q], DA is motivated with respect to WD
strategies.

Conclusion
This paper has made a number of contributions. The most
important is to open up the question of analyzing and iden-
tifying the reasoning patterns agents use in games, on a
more fi ne-grained level than simply maximizing expected
utility. We have identifi ed a number of interesting patterns,
some of which have surprising properties. We have shown
that a subset of these patterns strongly characterizes situa-
tions where agents are motivated to take an action given that
other agents are playing strategies that only make distinc-
tions where those distinctions make a difference.

The reasoning patterns captured by the WD solution con-
cept are highly-justifi ed ones for which there is a very good
explanation, but it would certainly be interesting to fi nd a so-
lution concept that includes a wider range of reasoning pat-
terns, while not going as far as general strategies to include
all of them. It would also be interesting to analyze estab-
lished solution concepts such as rationalizability (Bernheim
1984; Pearce 1984), and to examine other forms of graphical
games (Kearns, Littman, & Singh 2001).

Our results have implications for all the purposes dis-
cussed in the introduction. For explanation, the reasoning
patterns described here provide the basis for intuitive ex-
planations that make sense. Furthermore, explanations that
use WD strategies will be more convincing than those that
do not. For knowledge engineering, an engineer can ask
questions like “Do I expect signaling to be present in this
scenario? If so, I must make sure the paths supporting
the signalling patterns are present in my model.” Compu-
tationally, Lemma 5 and Theorem 6 provide the basis for
simplifying models before passing them to a MAID solu-
tion algorithm. For belief update, understanding the circum-
stances in which one agent affects what another knows helps
understand when and how an agent should update its be-
liefs. In particular, if signalling and revealing/denying are
not present, beliefs should not be updated.

Finally, understanding these reasoning patterns can form
the foundation for understanding how people reason in
games that can be described by MAIDs. Here, there are
many interesting open questions to explore. Are real agents

more likely to use some patterns of reasoning than others?
For example, one might conjecture that “revealing/denying”
is less likely to be used, at least until it has been explicitly
pointed out. How can we study these questions in the lab or
the fi eld? This is an interesting direction for future work.

There are other implications of this research to explore.
For example, are real agents (human and computer) more
likely to use some patterns of reasoning than others? For ex-
ample, one might conjecture that “revealing/denying” is less
likely to be used, at least until it has been explicitly pointed
out. Another question regards belief update. Suppose B ob-
serves A’s action, and A has access to C which is important
to B. How should B update his beliefs about C? Answer-
ing this question requires understanding what motivations A
might have to report the value of C.
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